
Fitting instructions for corsa / astra / cavalier gear lever. 
 

1. Remove gaiter by pressing towards rear of car at points 

arrowed. Lift up front of gaiter, and then push the rear of 

the gaiter forwards to release it. 

 

 
 

2. Select first gear, then lift gaiter up over the gear knob. The 

securing clip is arrowed below. 

 

 



3. Use a flat blade screwdriver to lever the clip to the left. 

 

 
 

      The clip is unfastened: 

 

 



4. Use your screwdriver to ease the clip out. Do this stage 

slowly, until you can lift out the gear lever. (It can be 

tricky to re-insert the clip if you remove it fully and have 

large hands). Take care not to get any of the grease from 

the base of the lever on your car / clothes. 

 

 
 

Lift out the gear lever . 

      
 



5. Put the bottom half of the lever into a bag to protect 

yourself from the grease. Turn the lever upside down as 

shown in the picture below.  

 

Remove the tiewrap (located where the red arrow is, a 

replacement tiewrap is included). You will then be able to 

carefully remove the gaiter from your original lever. 

 

Transfer the gaiter to the new pool ball lever. Note that 

you must reassemble it the correct way round. The wide 

end of the gaiter is to the front when the plastic block (blue 

arrow) is to the left.  

Insert the tiewrap and tighten it, making sure it locates in 

the groove in the lever. 

 

 

 



6. Insert the new lever, making sure the reverse stop is at the 

left hand side as shown. 

 

 
 

7. Push the clip back thru the gear lever, and use your 

screwdriver to securely clip it onto the lever. 

 

 
 



Clip reinstalled correctly. A spare clip is included with your 

gear lever in case yours gets damaged. If not required you can 

dispose of it. 

 

 
 



8. Insert the tabs on the rear of the gaiter into the back of the 

console. Then press down at the front of the gaiter to 

secure it. 

 

 
 

9. If required, you can straighten the ball by carefully turning 

it. Check that you can select all gears before driving your 

car. Enjoy your new pool ball gear knob! 

 

 


